
 Case History 

Evolution® System Improves 

Drilling Rates and Performs in 

Unexpected High Temperatures 

Challenge 
Drill a wildcat well into the deep 
Niobrara 
 
Solution 
Custom-made Evolution system 
formulation 
 
Results 
High-temperature stability and 
improved drilling rates 

Piceance Basin, Colorado 

The Dakota and Mancos formations in Mesa County, Colorado 
have the potential to be a performer in natural gas. The operator 
indicated that they are expecting high bottomhole temperatures 
and pressures along with a possible carbon dioxide 
contamination.  Formation pressure offsets show mud weights of 
12.5 lbm/gal (1,498 (kg/m3) should be expected but could be as 
high as 15.5 lbm/gal (1,857 kg/m3). Evolution system has been 
proven to handle these conditions while also increasing rates of 
penetration (ROP) and reducing the days on well. 
 
Evolution system is designed to operate under extreme 
temperatures and pressures while maintaining the fluids ability 
to provide exceptional lubricity and hole cleaning. The required 
shale inhibition would be provided with additions of FlexFirm® KA 
shale inhibitor. High-temperature fluid loss would be achieved 
through the inherently low fluid loss of the Evolution system. This 
recommended drilling fluid would provide a thermally stable 
rheological profile and CO2 tolerance required for the well. 
 
The Evolution high-performance water-based fluid system was 
built to a density of 10.2 lbm/gal (1,222 kg/m3).  The ROP ranged 
from 80-110 ft/hr (24 to 34 m/hr) with 10,000 to 15,000 lbf 
(44,500 to 66,700 N) weight on bit while rotating, and 30-60 ft/hr 
(9 to 18 m/hr) with 18,000 to 20,000 (80,000 to 89,000 N) weight 
on bit while sliding. The mud weight was raised to 10.4 lbm/gal 
(1,246 (kg/m3) to control gas shows. FlexFirm KA shale inhibitor 
maintained cuttings integrity and achieved a less than 3% 
washout in the production interval.  FMI logs went to bottom 
even after an unexpected increase to 360°F (182°C) bottomhole 
temperature. Evolution system increased penetration rates three 
to four times that of the customers expected goals. 
 


